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Abstract: Since the advent and integration of information technology into power industry, the complexity of 

modern power systems and advances in the power industry toward restructuring, the system models and 

algorithms of traditional reliability assessment techniques are becoming obsolete as they suffer from 

nonrealistic system models and slow convergence (even non-convergence) when multi-level contingencies are 

considered and the system is overstressed. To allow more rigor in system modeling and higher computational 

efficiency in reliability evaluation procedures, this paper proposes an analytically-based security-constrained 

adequacy evaluation (SCAE) methodology that performs bulk power system reliability assessment and gave an 
in depth analysis of the concept of the state of the art in bulk power system reliability assessment. Bulk power 

system reliability assessment is an important procedure at both power system planning and operating stages to 

assure reliable and acceptable electricity service to customers. 

Keywords:  Bulk power system reliability, Adequacy, Contingency, Monte Carlo simulation, quality and 

security. 

 

I. Introduction 

1.1 Bulk Power System Reliability 

An electric power system is generally composed of three parts: (1) generation, (2) transmission, and (3) 

distribution systems, all of which contribute to the production and transportation of electric energy to 

consumers. The reliability of an electric power system is defined as the probability that the power system will 
perform the function of delivering electric energy to consumers on a continuous basis and with acceptable 

service quality [1]. For the purpose of conducting power system reliability assessment, the three power system 

parts are combined into different system hierarchical levels, as shown in Figure 1.1 [2, 3]. Hierarchical level 1 

(HL1) involves the reliability analysis of only the generation system, hierarchical level 2 (HL2) includes the 

reliability evaluation of the composite of both generation and transmission systems, referred to as the bulk 

power system or the composite power system, and hierarchical level 3 (HL3) consists of a reliability study of the 

entire power system. 

At the present stage of development, the reliability evaluation of the entire power system (HL3) is 

usually not conducted because of the immensity and complexity of the problem in a practical system. Instead, 

power system reliability is assessed separately for the generation system (HL1), the bulk power system (HL2), 

and the distribution system [4]. Reliability analysis methods for generation and distribution systems are well 

developed due to difficulties arising from the huge computational burden associated with the bulk power system 
reliability analysis [1]. Thus, this research concentrates on the area of bulk power system reliability assessment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Hierarchical levels for power system reliability assessment. 
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Bulk power system reliability assessment refers to the process of estimating the ability of the system to 

simultaneously (a) generate and (b) move energy to load supply points [4]. Traditionally, it has formed an 

important element of both power system planning and operating procedures. 

 

1.2 The main objective of power system planning: This is to achieve the least costly design with acceptable 

system reliability. For this purpose, long-term reliability evaluation is usually executed to assist long-range 

system planning in the following aspects: (1) the determination of whether the system has sufficient capacity to 

meet system load demands, (2) the development of a suitable transmission network to transfer generated energy 

to consumers load points, (3) a comparative evaluation of expansion plans, and (4) a review of maintenance 

schedules [5, 6].Power system operating conditions are subject to changes such as load uncertainty, i.e., the load 

may be different from that assumed in design studies, and unplanned component outages. To deliver electricity 

with acceptable quality to customers at minimum cost and to prevent cascading sequences after possible 

disturbances, short-term reliability prediction that assists operators in day-to-day operating decisions is needed. 

These decisions include determining short-term operating reserves and maintenance schedules, adding 
additional control aids and short lead-time equipment, and utilizing special protection systems [7, 8].The SCAE 

methodology adopts a single-phase quadratized power flow (SPQPF) model as a basis and encompasses three 

main steps: (1) critical contingency selection, (2) effects analysis, and (3) reliability index computations. In the 

critical contingency selection, an improved contingency selection method is developed using a wind-chime 

contingency enumeration scheme and a performance index approach based on the system state linearization 

technique, which can rank critical contingencies with high accuracy and efficiency. In the effects analysis for 

selected critical contingencies, a non-divergent optimal quadratized power flow (NDOQPF) algorithm is 

developed to (1) incorporate major system operating practices, security constraints, and remedial actions in a 

constrained optimization problem and (2) guarantee convergence and provide a solution under all conditions. 

This algorithm is also capable of efficiently solving the ISO/RTO operational mode in deregulated power 

systems. Based on the results of the effects analysis, reliability indices that provide a quantitative indication of 

the system reliability level are computed. In addition, this research extends the proposed SCAE framework to 
include the effects of protection system hidden failures on bulk power system reliability. The overall SCAE 

methodology is implemented and applied to IEEE reliability test systems, and evaluation results demonstrate the 

expected features of proposed advanced techniques.  

 

2.1 Bulk Power System Reliability Modeling Methods 

Bulk power system reliability modeling techniques have evolved from traditional deterministic 

modeling methods to the current more advanced probabilistic modeling methods. Recently, some intelligent 

concepts, such as fuzzy set theory, have also been incorporated into probabilistic modeling techniques. 

 

2.1.1 Deterministic Method 

It is incumbent on power system planners and operators to ensure that customers receive adequate and 
secure energy supplies within reasonable economic constraints. Historically, such a task has involved the 

assessment of bulk power system reliability using deterministic criteria [18, 19], which generally include a list 

of empirical contingencies involving the outages of some important power system components. With these 

contingencies in mind, planners and operators of the power system can incorporate sufficient redundancy so that 

any system failures during such contingencies can be prevented. The more comprehensive the list of 

contingencies, the lower the probability of a system failure resulting from contingencies not listed. Through 

such deterministic methods, a satisfactory degree of system reliability has been achieved in the past decades 

[4].It is crucial that power system planners more closely examine the key element of deterministic criteria, i.e., 

the contingency list. The contingency list, which is generally developed based on the planners’ experience, is 

often the result of an informal framework [4]. As power systems become more complex, and unforeseen power 

flow patterns occur because of independent power producers, the contingency list becomes a less reliable means 

of assessing the power system reliability because the impact of contingencies absent from the list may become 
significant [20]. Therefore, the trend is to develop automated procedures for selecting the contingency list by 

taking into account power flow patterns and new operating scenarios. 

 

2.1.2 Probabilistic Method 

As power systems grow much larger and more complex, the need for the rigorous analysis of bulk 

power system reliability becomes more obvious. Because of the stochastic nature of system behavior, such as 

component outages or load-level changes, the development and application of probabilistic techniques for 

modeling the bulk power system and evaluating an appropriate set of expected risk indices have received 

considerable attention [2-4]. In the probabilistic modeling method, uncertainties affecting power system 

reliability are accounted for using probabilistic techniques. For example, the Markov model is widely used to 
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represent component states, electric load levels, system states, and so on. Such a probabilistic modeling method 

enables the calculation of probability, frequency, and duration indices of system failures. These indices are no 

longer deterministic values but expected values of probability distributions [2, 3]. 

 

2.1.3 Fuzzy-Probabilistic Method 

In recent years, some power system reliability probabilistic modeling methods have attempted to 

incorporate the fuzzy set concept in modeling system uncertainties [21-26]. For example, fuzzy numbers are 

used to model uncertainties in system component failure and repair rates, fuzzy load duration curves are 

developed using a fuzzy number in each time step [21-24], and fuzzy power flow models [25, 26] are developed 

to identify possible system behaviors given specified uncertainties. These fuzzy representations of system 

uncertainties are then integrated into the probabilistic evaluation procedure. However, by using this fuzzy-

probabilistic method, the computational burden increases significantly without a commensurate gain in the 

quality of results. 

 

2.2 Bulk Power System Reliability Assessment Methods 

Current bulk power system reliability assessment techniques in the literature fall into two fundamental 

categories: analytical and Monte Carlo simulation techniques [27-31]. 

 

2.2.1 Analytical and Monte Carlo Simulation Techniques 

The reliability assessment of bulk power systems must consider a multiplicity of factors, such as the 

failure and repair rates of equipment and operating practices, including economic generation scheduling, 

security controls, emergency controls, projected load variations, and maintenance schedules. These system 

characteristics can be represented with analytical models in the analytical technique [2, 4, and 32]. By using the 

analytical technique, system contingencies, which may involve line failures, unit outages, or both, are first 

enumerated up to a certain level. To identify the contingencies that result in system failures, failure effects 

analysis is then conducted to test system contingencies against some predetermined criteria. The impact of each 
contingency on the system, such as line loading and bus voltages, is obtained by solving power flows. Based on 

the results of effects analysis, system reliability indices such as loss-of-load probabilities, frequencies, and 

durations can be calculated [33, 34].The bulk power system reliability assessment problem is treated as a series 

of experiments by the Monte Carlo simulation technique. This technique consists of randomly sampling system 

states, testing them for acceptability, and aggregating the contribution of loss-of-load states to the reliability 

until the variations of reliability indices drop below pre-specified tolerances [3]. The basic approach can be 

applied for each hour in a year in chronological order (the sequential approach), or the hours of the study time 

can be considered as random (the random approach). The simulation of selected system states is done with the 

use of load flows that consider generation dispatch and other pre-selected operating policies. Simulation results 

are distributions of the variables of interest (i.e., circuit flows, voltage levels, energy curtailment, and so on). 

These results are utilized in the computation of appropriate reliability indices [35-37]. 

 

2.2.2 The Comparison of Two Techniques 

The comparison of analytical and Monte Carlo simulation techniques is performed in this section. Both 

techniques solve power flow problems to identify system deficiencies. Power flow models vary widely and 

differ in computing speed, precision, and computer storage requirement. Since the number of contingencies in a 

practical system is enormous, a large number of power flow problems have to be solved. Therefore, in both 

analytical and Monte Carlo simulation techniques, the employed power flow model plays an important role in 

assessing overall system reliability efficiently and accurately [4]. On the other hand, the analytical and the 

Monte Carlo simulation techniques differ with regard to the processes of selecting states and evaluating 

reliability indices. The analytical technique selects states in an increasing order in terms of contingency levels, 

and this process stops at a particular component outage level or when the state probability becomes less than a 

specified value. Each state is assessed only once, and reliability indices are calculated mathematically from the 
statistical data associated with each state. Monte Carlo simulation techniques, however, select states randomly 

based on the concept of random numbers. States with greater probabilities of occurrence are more likely to be 

simulated several times, and this simulation process stops either after a fixed number of simulations or on the 

basis of statistical stopping rules. The expected values of indices are determined by averaging the indices 

obtained from each simulation [3]. 

In Monte Carlo simulation, the number of system states that must be sampled before the indices 

stabilize is extremely large, and this number increases significantly as the system reliability level increases. 

Thus, a major drawback of the Monte Carlo simulation method is that it requires a long computation time. In 

particular, when using the sequential approach, the computational burden may be unmanageable for a practical 

bulk power system. Besides the long computation time, another limitation   exists in the random approach. In 
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power systems, the outages of some components may influence the probabilities of related component outages, 

which are referred to as “fat tail” effects. Since the random approach does not include this sequence information, 

it cannot account for the fat tail effects in the simulation procedure. Compared to Monte Carlo simulation, the 
analytical technique can provide reliability indices in a relatively short computation time. It can also consider fat 

tail effects and other complex processes of the system using appropriate analytical models without significantly 

increasing the computational burden. In addition, the computational effort in the analytical method is much less 

dependent on the system reliability level. 

 

2.3 Adequacy and Security Reliability Assessment 

Bulk power systems must not only provide adequate generation and transmission capacity to meet the 

demand of customers while satisfying system operating constraints, but also be capable of maintaining system 

stability following faults, switchings, and other disturbances. Regarding these two aspects, the reliability of a 

bulk system can be evaluated by two attributes: adequacy and security [2, 39].  

Adequacy refers to the ability of the system to supply the aggregate electric energy requirements of 
customers within component ratings and voltage limits when planned and unplanned component outages occur. 

Adequacy assessment involves system steady-state conditions of post-contingencies, i.e., the system is assumed 

to always reach a stable equilibrium point after equipment outages, and the dynamics of the transition from one 

state to another are neglected. The second attribute, system security, refers to the ability of the power system to 

withstand disturbances arising from faults or equipment outages. Security assessment involves system transient 

responses and cascading sequences after a disturbance. Transient responses include the fluctuations of both the 

system frequency and bus voltages. If the fluctuations exceed certain operating limits, cascading sequences, 

such as line and generator tripping, may occur and persist until the system completely separates or collapses. 

These effects may not be properly accounted for in adequacy studies and must be captured in security 

evaluations. Although most research has been devoted to the adequacy assessment of bulk power system 

reliability, some concerns have recently shifted to security evaluations that also integrate the adequacy studies. 

The following two sections summarize the main approaches developed in these two areas. 

 

2.3.1 Adequacy Assessment 

The major difficulty in adequacy assessment involves the enormous computational effort required to 

analyze as many contingencies that may have a nonzero contribution to system unreliability as possible. The 

massive computational demand is a result of the following two factors: The first involves the large system size 

and the resulting large number of system states that must be assessed. It is usually not feasible or even possible 

to investigate all the contingencies of a power network. In practice, only credible outage states up to a certain 

contingency level are investigated. It has been noticed that as the system size increases, the consideration of 

higher-level contingencies is necessary, which will rapidly increase the computation time [4]. Another factor 

involves the complexity of the failure effects analysis in the assessment of each state. The objective of such an 

analysis is to identify the impact of each state on system operations by solving power flow problems. It is the 
most important but the most computationally demanding part of reliability assessment, and its performance 

influences the effectiveness of the overall reliability evaluation [2, 4].Research attempting to solve the above 

two problems are further classified as adequacy and security-constrained adequacy evaluations, which are 

reviewed separately as follows. 

 

2.3.1.1 Adequacy Evaluation 

The following research effort based on analytical techniques has been dedicated to reducing the number 

of contingencies that must be evaluated and therefore to cut down the computational burden while at the same 

time increasing the assessment accuracy. Inclusion of State Effects without Actual Evaluation To improve 

reliability assessment, a state extension algorithm is proposed [40, 41]. In this method, the system state space is 

enumerated in the form of a tree graph based on different outage levels, and a coherent system is assumed, i.e., 

if an investigated state is a failure state, the descendant states with higher outage levels in the sub-tree of this 
investigated state are concluded to be failures, too. The information of the sub-tree, including its probability and 

associated repair and failure rates, is computed based on the knowledge of the investigated state. The 

contribution of states in the sub-tree to system unreliability is taken into account when system reliability indices 

are calculated. In this method, the effects of some un-investigated high-level contingencies are included in the 

reliability evaluation procedure, and more accurate indices are obtained without increasing the computational 

burden. The drawback of this algorithm is that it requires the component sequence adjustment in the tree graph 

so that it includes as many effects as possible of un-investigated high-level failure states. In its application to the 

testing systems [40], results show that it could not provide satisfactory assessment in some situations. In 

addition, for a large system, even the number of contingencies up to the boundary outage level is too large to be 

examined one by one [40]. A possible solution is to use the contingency selection scheme, which provides 
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information useful in adjusting the component sequence to further reduce the computational effort in evaluating 

the states up to the boundary outage level. 

Simplification of the System Model by System Equivalent Models The practical bulk power system 
can be extremely complex because of the large number of components and complex interconnections among 

them. To simplify the system model, an adequacy equivalent method [42, 43] is proposed, in which a general 

power network is divided into two areas: the area of interest (AI) and the interconnected area (IA). The IA is 

replaced with an equivalent model that is simpler than the original network but retains all the essential 

information. The equivalent model is expressed in terms of a capacity margin table that contains the information 

of available capacities, probabilities, and frequencies of simplified states in the IA. Once this equivalence is 

developed, the adequacy evaluation can be conducted effectively with reduced computational effort. In [44, 45], 

the equivalent method is extended to include the equivalent load model in the IA so that its load curtailment can 

also be considered. Furthermore, in [46], the composite power system is divided into three areas: the area of 

interest, the boundary buses, and the external area. The external area is replaced by an equivalent probabilistic 

model, and the statistical behavior of its components is included. Although the system equivalent method can 
simplify the analysis to some extent and reduce the computational burden, it should be noted that this method 

has some limitations. First, an equivalent model is a simplified model of the original network and cannot 

complete and precise in all aspects. In addition, this method is system dependent, i.e., different equivalent 

models need to be developed under different system operating conditions and for different areas of interest. As a 

result, the extra computational effort is brought into the evaluation procedure. Furthermore, the implementation 

of this method is based on the DC power flow model, which cannot check the voltage and reactive power of the 

power supply at load points and capture the effects of voltage and reactive power supplies on system reliability 

Reduction of State Space by the Contingency Selection Method In adequacy assessment, an important fact is 

that many component outages (contingencies) do not cause the service curtailment or other adverse impact on 

service quality [47-49]. The contingency selection method can eliminate states whose impact on the system is 

small, thus reducing the state space to include only states whose impact on the system is significant. Selected 

states are further ranked according to their levels of impact on the system [52]. Typical contingency selection 
methods consist of the performance index (PI) method, the screening method, and the hybrid scheme. 

In the PI method, a variety of performance indices, such as the circuit current index, the voltage index, 

and the reactive power index, are defined to measure the normality of a system [51-55]. When a contingency 

occurs, the system operating condition changes and so do the associated PIs. The variations of PIs from pre-

contingency to post-contingency can be considered as an indication of the impact of the contingency on system 

operations. Contingencies are further ranked in a descending order of the projected PI changes. Although the PI 

method is efficient, it is vulnerable to misrankings. The inaccuracies of the PI method are mainly the result of 

(1) the nonlinearities of the system model [55] and (2) the discontinuities of the system model arising from 

generator reactive power limits, regulator tap limits, and so on [53, 54]. In contrast to the PI method, the 

screening method is more accurate but inefficient. In this method, the contingency selection is based on 

approximate network solutions such as Fast Decoupled Power Flow solutions [54, 56], which can consider the 
nonlinearities of the power system to some extent and provide more accurate results than the PI method. 

However, the contingency selection using the screening method needs to solve post-contingency cases, which 

are time consuming. In particular, time may be wasted while solving contingencies without much impact on 

system operations. The hybrid scheme [5, 50], a combination the PI and the screening methods, achieves both 

efficient and accurate contingency selection and ranking. Efficiency is achieved by employing the PI method 

first to quickly identify the conceivable contingencies. The accuracy of ranking is guaranteed by using screening 

methods for only a subset of contingencies that cannot be ranked with confidence by the PI methods. Thus, the 

hybrid scheme employs the best properties of both the PI and the screening methods. 

 

2.3.1.2 Security-Constrained Adequacy Evaluation (SCAE) 

In the previous section, the main research effort focused on developing techniques that select credible 

contingencies. As far as effects analysis is concerned, traditional power flow techniques, including DC power 
flow and AC power flow, are generally used as the primary means to perform contingency evaluations. Some 

recent research efforts have concentrated on improving effects analysis performance by integrating 

remedial/corrective actions, i.e., remedial actions are applied to satisfy system security constraints while solving 

power flow problems after contingencies. This strategy is referred to as security-constrained adequacy 

evaluation SCAE). System security constraints include bus voltage limits, line flow limits, real power and 

reactive power generation limits, and so on. In practice, when generator or line outages occur or line overloads 

resulting from outages occur generating units should be rescheduled so that the power system can maintain 

generation-demand balance and alleviate line overloads. If violations corresponding to the bus voltage limits 

exist, reactive power (generation, transformer taps, and shunt compensation) must be rescheduled to eliminate 

abnormal voltages in the system. The purpose of these remedial actions is to keep the system operating 
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normally, and thus avoid load curtailment, if possible, or to minimize total load curtailment, if unavoidable. 

In some security-constrained adequacy evaluation methodologies are presented. In these methods, the 

procedures for effects analysis are implemented by solving power flow problems coupled with remedial actions. 
Optimization power flow problems are formulated to minimize the load curtailment through remedial actions 

and load shedding in the effects analysis procedure. Linear programming models for remedial actions that adjust 

active power and reactive power are derived. Some techniques, including the simplex method and the interior 

point method are applied to solve the formulated optimal power flow problems. Since the optimal power flow 

technique is an important issue related to the effects analysis procedure in SCAE, a brief review of the 

formulation and the solution of optimal power flow is provided in the following section. 

 

2.3.1.3 Optimal Power Flow 

Optimal power flow (OPF) is a mathematical optimization tool for adjusting the power flow in a power 

network to achieve the optimal value of a predefined objective while satisfying system operating constraints. 

OPF has undergone intensive research and development over the past several decades . Mathematically, the 
general OPF problem can be expressed as follows. 

Minimize  f (x, u) 

Subject to g(x, u) = 0 

h(x, u) ≤ 0 

umin ≤ u ≤ umax , (2.1) 

where 

f (x, u) objective function 

g(x, u) = 0 power flow equations 

h(x, u) ≤ 0 operating constraints x vector of 
system state variables u vector of control 

variables. 

umin ≤ u ≤ umax  feasible region of control variables. 

 

The OPF objective function varies with different operational objectives. Typical examples of objective functions 

are minimum generation cost minimum system transmission loss, voltage and reactive power optimization, 

preventive and corrective control optimization, and so on. In reliability assessment, the objective may include 

the minimum amount of remedial actions, minimum load curtailments, and so on. A predefined objective can be 

achieved if control variables in the system are available for adjustment. Control variables usually include 

MW/MVAR generation adjustment; shunt capacitor/reactor switching, phase shifter adjustment, transformer tap 

adjustment, load transfer, area interchange, and load shedding. 
Constraints in the OPF generally contain equality and inequality equations. Equality constraints are 

usually power flow equations. Inequality constraints consist of functional operating constraints, including 

branch flow limits, bus voltage magnitude limits, and so on. In addition, the feasible region of control variables 

is contained in the constraints set, including unit active and reactive power output limits, transformer tap limits, 

and so on. Some variations in formulating the OPF problem exist with its application in different areas. These 

variations mainly include the decomposition of real and reactive OPF, contingency constrained OPF, stability 

constrained OPF, and so on. Also, a wide variety of optimization techniques, such as linear programming (LP), 

quadratic programming, nonlinear programming, hybrid versions of linear programming, and integer 

programming, have been employed to solve the formulated OPF problems. Because of the large-scale nature of 

the problem and the resulting computational complexity of reliability assessment, the linear programming (LP) 

technique, which has a relatively simple formulation and is capable of providing fast solutions, is the most 

attractive tool. 
The application of the LP technique requires that the nonlinear objective function and constraints be 

linearized around the operating point. The obtained LP problem can be solved using the different variants of the 

simplex method. Among them, the most commonly used technique is the revised simplex method. However, 

interior point methods have recently shown superiority over the simplex method for solving large-scale LP 

problems. 

In spite of the tremendous research that has been done, the OPF remains a difficult mathematical 

problem, and its use has been somewhat restricted by its lack of efficiency, flexibility, and reliability. To solve 

such problems, a novel formulation and solution approach for the OPF problem was developed. The optimal 

solution is obtained by gradually reducing the power mismatch at each bus while at the same time incorporating 

the economic dispatch process and observing operating constraints. This OPF model has the following merits: 

(1) it guarantees a non-divergent solution if a feasible power flow solution exists; (2) it realistically simulates 
actual system operating practices by incorporating the economic dispatch and remedial actions when operating 
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constraint violations occur; and (3) compared with other OPF models, it is efficient because of the 

implementation of extensive model reduction and the application of sparse techniques. 

 

2.3.2 Integrated Adequacy and Security Assessment 

The security assessment of a composite power system involves evaluating system behavior while 

integrating transient stability as well as cascading sequences after a disturbance. For the correct assessment of 

system security, the contingency analysis has to be repeated for all significant initial conditions and at different 

points in time to account for the impact of time-dependent factors, including the transient behavior of 

generators, the operation of many types of protection schemes, the automatic actions of different controls, and 

operators’ actions. Nowadays, a major effort in the security assessment has been devoted to extending existing 

adequacy assessment techniques to include the assessment of system security. Other work is based on time 

domain simulation that achieves the security assessment. 

 

Integration of Transient Stability Limit: A framework that evaluates both the adequacy and security 
reliability of the system is presented in. In security analysis, the system transient stability limit is identified by 

comparing the fault clearing time with the critical clearing time. Providing critical clearing time requires a 

transient stability evaluation. For unstable states, remedial actions are applied, and some indices corresponding 

to the security evaluation are also provided. The security assessment presented in reference also takes into 

account the cascading sequences besides the transient stability. System states are classified into nine types: 

adequate, inadequate, partially adequate, stable, unstable, secure, not secure, marginally adequate, and system 

collapse states. Based on the classified states, a possible sequence of events after the occurrence of a 

disturbance is built. 

Integration of Security Constraints the security assessment technique presented in is based on the 

previously described security-constrained adequacy evaluation. In, besides the basic operating constraints that 

have to be satisfied for the steady- state performance, a transient-performance constraint set that can reflect the 

transient behavior of a power system when subject to system faults is formed. In, instead of introducing new 
constraint sets, dynamic system models are suggested for use in determining system operating limits that include 

security consideration. 

 

Design Contingency Set, a design contingency set (DCS) is set up first. A DCS is a set of contingencies that the 

system must be able to withstand with acceptable transient performance. Based on the DCS, security limits are 

derived by ensuring that the system is stable for all DCS contingencies. Security evaluation can be quantified by 

evaluating the ability of the system to operate within the security limits in the steady state. This method captures 

the impact of contingencies on security without the need for a transient analysis. However, it may result in the 

following two problems: (1) because reliability assessment is based on the DCS, it is difficult to determine if the 

DCS was selected properly and (2) the procedure of determining security limits still requires stability studies. 

 
Time-Domain Simulation a time-domain simulation that obtains the power system response after a 

disturbance is applied. In the simulation, the dominant dynamic phenomena, i.e., the voltage stability problem, 

power-frequency control, and the cascading tripping of power system components, are crucial because these 

processes determine whether new steady-state equilibrium can be reached. The consideration of voltage 

stability in reliability assessment is addressed in . After the power system reaching a steady state, the procedure 

of minimizing the overall curtailed load, voltage restoration, and economic dispatching is applied. Because of 

the complexity of considering transient stability as well as cascading events after contingencies, security 

assessment incurs an extremely heavy computational burden and has slow convergence. 

 

3.1 SUMMARY 

Bulk power system reliability assessment includes two aspects: adequacy and security. Of the two, 

adequacy assessment has been the major concern. The key issue associated with adequacy assessment is the 
computational burden and the performance of effects analysis to evaluate large-scale systems. Research, which 

has focused on both analytical and Monte Carlo simulation techniques, has found the former superior to the 

latter. In addition, a security-constrained adequacy evaluation has recently received more attention, as it is able 

to simulate actual operational practices that improve the performance of effects analysis procedures. Regarding 

security assessment, some effort has been devoted to including transient stability analysis and cascading 

sequences of power system behavior after disturbances occur. 

The current bulk power system reliability assessment techniques reveals following facts: (1) the 

probabilistic modeling method has become the most promising means to represent practical system behavior, 

(2) the analytical technique is superior to the Monte Carlo simulation technique in performing reliability 

assessment for large scale bulk power systems, and (3) the contingency selection method and the security-
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constrained adequacy evaluation method are the most effective ways to reduce the system state space and 

perform contingency effects analysis, respectively. It also indicates that (1) contingency selection and ranking 

based on the current contingency selection method is prone to misranking, (2) the security-constrained 
adequacy evaluation method based on the traditional power flow model suffers from the lack of realistic system 

simulation and slow convergence (even non-convergence) when the system is heavily stressed, (3) no research 

effort has been devoted to the evaluation of the effects of protection system hidden failures on bulk power 

system reliability assessment.  

 

3.2 CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of this paper is centered on adequacy analysis and security reliability evaluation of bulk 

power system. A comprehensive approach for bulk power system reliability assessment, i.e., the security-

constrained adequacy evaluation (SCAE) methodology, is developed to evaluate the ability of the system in 

supplying the electric load while satisfying security constraints. Research contributions have been made in 

following areas: 
1. The single phase quadratized power flow (SPQPF) model is applied in the proposed SCAE methodology for 

bulk power system reliability assessment. Compared with the traditional power flow model, the SPQPF 

model yields improved contingency selection and ranking accuracy, speeds up the procedure of the effects 

analysis because of its faster convergence characteristics, and makes the effects analysis more realistic with 

its ability to model complex load characteristics.  

2. An improved critical contingency selection scheme is developed to efficiently identify and rank critical 

contingencies with high accuracy. Specifically, the system state linearization approach is investigated to 

reduce the error introduced by the linear approximation in the traditional performance index linearization 

methods for contingency selection and ranking. The system state linearization approach includes higher-

order terms in the performance index calculation procedure to trace nonlinear variations of the performance 

index for a post-contingency situation and therefore effectively reduce misranking in the contingency 

selection and ranking procedures. 
3. A non-divergent optimal quadratized power flow (NDOQPF) algorithm that performs contingency effects 

analysis is proposed.  Quadratized remedial action models are developed, and the concept of the remedial 

action control variable is used to represent the availability and amount of system remedial actions. 

Compared with the traditional power flow solution procedure, the NDOQPF algorithm has the following 

merits:  

(1) It is able to simulate contingencies in a realistic manner to capture the system response including major 

controls and adjustments. In addition, because of its efficiency, the overall computational effort of SCAE 

is reasonable;  

(2) If a solution exists; it guarantees convergence; if a solution does not exist, such as when multi-level 

contingencies are considered and the system is severely stressed, it can provide a sub-optimal solution that 

may include load shedding for the system;  
(3) It is applicable to both a regulated and deregulated power system environment. In particular, in a 

deregulated environment in which the system is more likely to be heavily stressed and may be operated in 

different power flow patterns from the ones it was originally designed to operate in, the NDOQPF is 

capable of efficiently solving the ISO/RTO operational model and providing solutions under all 

conditions.  

4. The impact of protection system hidden failures on bulk power system reliability assessment is 

investigated . A circuit breaker-oriented substation model is introduced to include the detailed substation 

configuration as well as the protection system scheme in the system network model. In addition, the 

impact of advanced system real time monitoring technologies on detecting protection system hidden 

failures is analyzed. Also, a hidden failure effects analysis method is developed to obtain hidden failure 

outages following any possible initial equipment outages. The security-constrained adequacy evaluation 

methodology is extended to evaluate contingencies resulting from protection system hidden failures as 
well as other contingencies resulting from independent and common-mode outages so that the impact of 

protection system hidden failures on bulk power system reliability assessment is included.  

5. The proposed comprehensive bulk power system reliability assessment approach is implemented in a 

Visual C++ environment using object-oriented techniques and is applied to evaluate the reliability of two 

reliability test systems.  
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